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I offer congratulations to The Class of 2023 of the George Washington University School of Business. Whether you earned a graduate degree or doctorate, you can all be proud of what you have achieved.

You have successfully completed a rigorous course of study at one of the world’s finest institutions, gaining the knowledge, skills and aptitude necessary to compete—and excel—in today’s global business environment. You have also earned something equally valuable: membership in the GW Business alumni community, a more than 57,000-strong, worldwide network of dynamic individuals who have compiled a remarkable record of success in countless fields of endeavor. I urge you to stay engaged and stay in touch with your classmates, as well as those who have gone before at GW Business. I guarantee in the years to come you will find the GW Business alumni community to be an enormous professional asset. While commencement is an important life milestone, signifying a new beginning, the start of a professional career or the pursuit of additional, advanced academic challenges, I would also urge you to stay connected with GW Business. Your education was enhanced significantly by former GW Business students who gave generously of their time and talents in sharing their “real-world” business experience with current students. I hope the students who follow you can count on you to “pay it forward.” I ask each of you to do your part (and then some) to be a supportive member of our great community.

I am confident that your GW Business education has equipped you to succeed in today’s business environment and in adapting to its shifting demands. Digital media innovator Jay Samit, independent vice chairman of Deloitte, was on the mark when he said, “Lifelong learning is no longer a luxury but a necessity for employment.” At GW Business, we are committed to the concept of lifelong learning. You can count on us to be here for you to offer the resources you need to continue learning. Whether you are looking to up-skill, re-skill or change career paths, we invite you to “Return + Learn” at GW Business.

Again, congratulations and best wishes for your every future success.

All the best,

Anuj Mehrotra, Ph.D.
George Jabbour  
Vice Dean for Executive Education  
Ph.D., The George Washington University  
M.B.A., The George Washington University  
B.S., Lebanese University

Rodney Lake  
Vice Dean for Undergraduate Programs  
M.B.A., The George Washington University  
B.A., West Virginia Wesleyan College

Jiawen Yang  
Vice Dean for Faculty and Research  
Ph.D., New York University  
M.A., University of International Business & Economics, China  
B.A., University of International Business & Economics, China

Shivraj Kanungo  
Vice Dean for Graduate Programs  
Ph.D., The George Washington University  
M.M.S., Birla Institute of Technology and Science, India  
M.S., Southern Illinois University

Vanessa Perry  
Vice Dean for Strategy and Special Advisor to the Dean  
Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
M.B.A., Washington University in St. Louis  
B.A., American University

Şenay Ağca  
Chief Diversity Officer  
Ph.D., Virginia Tech  
M.B.A., Middle Eastern Technical University  
B.Sc., Middle Eastern Technical University

Bryan Andriano  
Assistant Dean of Operations and Global & Experiential Education  
Ed.D., The George Washington University  
M.A., The George Washington University  
A.B., Elmira College

Jeff Hunter  
Assistant Dean for Recruitment and Admissions  
M.B.A., Temple University  
B.A., Whitworth College  
A.A.S., Edmonds Community College
GW SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Irina Orlova
Assistant Dean of Strategic Initiatives and Special Projects
Ed.D., The George Washington University
M.S., The College of Saint Rose
B.A., Petrozavodsk State University

Cara Richards
Assistant Dean for Graduate Programs
M.A., Georgetown University
M.S., State University of New York at Albany
B.A., University of Iowa

Mirasol Española
Executive Director for Undergraduate Programs & Advising
Ed.D., University of Southern California
M.S., Chaminade University of Honolulu
B.S., University of Hawai‘i at West O‘ahu

Mark Strassman
Executive Director of the F. David Fowler Career Center
B.A., Drexel University

Mary Catherine Chase
Director of Communications and Marketing
M.S., The London School of Economics and Political Science
B.S., Florida State University

Susan Copp
Director of Instructional Design
Ph.D., Ohio University
M.Ed., Ohio University
B.S., Ohio University
PROGRAM

PRELUDE ............................................. Corcoran Brass

PROCESSIONAL ..................................... Corcoran Brass

OPENING REMARKS ................................ Shivraj Kanungo

Marshall, Vice Dean for Graduate Programs

NATIONAL ANTHEM ................................ Millicent Scarlett

Lecturer, Department of Music, Columbian College of Arts & Sciences

RECOGNITION OF 2023 AWARDS RECIPIENTS .............................. Vice Dean Kanungo

PRESENTATION OF STUDENT SPEAKER ........................................... Vice Dean Kanungo

STUDENT SPEAKER ................................ Islindy Merius, J.D.

M.B.A. ’23

DEAN’S WELCOME AND PRESENTATION OF KEYNOTE SPEAKER ....... Anuj Mehrotra

Dean

KEYNOTE SPEAKER .................................... Hans Vestberg

Chairman & CEO, Verizon

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE RECIPIENTS

Doctor of Philosophy
Master of Accountancy
Master of Business Administration
Master of Human Resource Management
Master of Interdisciplinary Business Studies
Master in Management
Master of Science in Applied Finance
Master of Science in Business Analytics
Master of Science in Finance
Master of Science in Government Contracts

Master of Science in Information Systems Technology
Master of Science in Interdisciplinary Business Studies
Master of Science in International Business
Master of Science in Management
Master of Science in Marketing
Master of Science in Project Management
Master of Science in Sport Management
Master of Science in Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management
Master of Tourism Administration

CLOSING REMARKS .................................. Mark S. Wrighton

President, The George Washington University

ALMA MATER ....................................... Millicent Scarlett

FIGHT SONG ........................................ Corcoran Brass

RECESSIONAL ....................................... Corcoran Brass

The School of Business would like to thank parents, family members, and friends for attending our celebration.

We ask that you please remain seated until the faculty recessional has concluded.

The celebration program is meant to be a guide to the ceremony. Although every effort has been made to ensure its accuracy, the program is not an official record of an individual’s degree.
Hans Vestberg leads Verizon, the world’s largest wireless, fiber-optic and global information networks and services company. In 2017, Hans served as Verizon’s chief technology officer and president of Global Networks, responsible for developing the architecture for Verizon’s fiber-centric infrastructure. He was appointed CEO in August 2018 and chairman of Verizon’s board of directors in March 2019.

Before joining Verizon, Hans was chief financial officer and CEO of Ericsson, where he led the company’s transformation from its focus on hardware to software and services. Hans is a founding member of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) Broadband Commission for Digital Development, where he has led climate-change and digital-health initiatives. He is a board member of BlackRock, the UN Foundation, and the Whitaker Peace & Development Initiative, and is co-chair of the New Jersey CEO Council, a coalition of leaders from the state’s largest companies. He chairs the World Economic Forum’s EDISON Alliance for digital inclusion, which aims to impact 1 billion lives with affordable and accessible digital solutions by 2025. Born in Hudiksvall, Sweden, Hans earned a Bachelor of Business Administration degree from the University of Uppsala in Sweden. He is married with two children and is fluent in Swedish, English, Spanish and Portuguese.
Islindy Merius is a Global M.B.A. Candidate and Forté Fellow at the George Washington University School of Business. While at GW Business, Islindy also obtained a graduate certificate in Project & Program Management, along with a graduate certificate in Creativity, Innovation, and Entrepreneurship. Prior to business school, she obtained her Juris Doctor degree from Roger Williams University School of Law. At GW Business, Islindy served as President of the Black M.B.A. Association, and Vice President of the GW Haitian Alliance.

Islindy spent the first year of the M.B.A. program interning at Passbook Ventures - a venture capital firm focused on immigrant-led fin-tech and commerce-tech companies. As part of her internship with Passbook Ventures, Islindy has helped to incubate Nandi Labs, a passbook portfolio company that is building a Web3 marketplace for Black and African art creators and collectors. From there, she went on to intern with Microsoft, where she used her newly acquired experience in Venture Capital to help build a propensity model to fine tune Microsoft’s strategy for working with Late-Stage startups valued more than 1 billion dollars.

Islindy has been honored with three awards from the DC Chapter of the National Black M.B.A. Association, including the Raymond James Scholarship, Student of the Year, and Partner of the Year awards. To culminate her academic journey, Islindy spent her last semester as an M.B.A. exchange student at the University of Cape Town - the #1 ranked university in South Africa and the entire African continent.

Outside of GW Business, she is also the Community Engagement Lead of the #SHE_BUILDS Global Initiative - an international platform that exists to accelerate progress in Emerging Markets by equipping women entrepreneurs with the tools to scale their impact. A proud Haitian, Islindy is fluent in French, Spanish, and Haitian Kreyòl. When asked for her favorite or most inspiring quote, she stated: “Life is a succession of moments; to live each one is to succeed.”

– Corita Kent
2023 BETA ALPHA PSI GRADUATES
The mission of Beta Alpha Psi is to encourage and give recognition to scholastic and professional excellence in the business information field. This includes promoting the study and practice of accounting, finance and information systems; providing opportunities for self-development, service and association among members and practicing professionals; and encouraging a sense of ethical, social and public responsibility.

2023 MASTER’S GRADUATE
Zachary William Algert

2023 BETA GAMMA SIGMA INDUCTEES
THE HONOR SOCIETY FOR AACSB-ACCREDITED BUSINESS PROGRAMS
The mission of Beta Gamma Sigma is to encourage and honor academic achievement in the study of business, personal and professional excellence in the practice of business; foster an enduring commitment to the principles and values of honor and integrity; encourage the pursuit of wisdom and earnestness; support the advancement of business thought; and encourage lifelong learning.

2023 FACULTY INDUCTEES
Meghana Ayyagari
Professor of International Business and International Affairs
Robin Tarpley
Chair, Department of Accountancy
Associate Professor of Accountancy

2023 DOCTORAL INDUCTEES
Michael Rand
Yuliya Sivay

2023 MASTER’S INDUCTEES
Anmol Agarwal
Harshit Aggarwal
Adeel Ahsan
Muhanad M. Al-Saikhan
Zachary William Algert
Sarah Omar I. Aljuaidi
Manahil Mohammedaleid F. Alkhatrawi
Hedayah K. Almaghlouth
Ruchi Amin
John Arnita
Melody Asadpour
Dennis A. Ayala Perez
Aftah M. Ayesh
Zeiad Badi
Jiaqi Bai
Njeri Tenastelin Isis Bailey
Kaitlin N. Bartczak
Kelly Bauer
Negeen D. Behdad
Tanya K. Bell
Yantonius Edyson Bessie
Prithak Kumar Bhattacharyya
Justin Tyler Birnbaum
Edward S. Bloch
Noah Jullian Bolanovich
Sophie Bukrinsky
Kevin Burke
Lindsey Blair Burststein
Mary Kathryn Busch
Akarsh Jain Bychapura Ashok
Melissa M. Cairo
Randy Caldwell
Julia de Santana Cardoso Cezar da Silva
Juan J. Castillo Garza
Rui Cheng
Soohwa Choi
Anthony Chu
Sun Oh Chung
Alexander C. Coffin
Hayden Elaine Coons
Daniel E. Cotterell
Michael A. Creedle
Brian Croarkin
Zoe M. Cross
Latonya D. Curtis
Chaitali S. Damani
Anne F. Davis
Arianna Maria De la Cruz Pagan
Daniel G. Demissie
Melis Diken
Don DiLoreto
Tina Doshi
2023 BETA GAMMA SIGMA INDUCTEES AND FACULTY AWARDS

Nicholas Elger
Gerel Enkhbold
Kamyar Fardshisheh
Shawn Flynn
Abigail Victoria Freer
Junyu Gao
Brian M. Garand
Florenicia S. Garcia
Mariette Stella Gervitz Sanchez
Niloufar Ghazinasab
Hannah M. Goldstein
Tiffany Green-Williams
Harrison A. Greenfield
Benton Greer
Mila Griffin
Jessie D. Guillaume
Tatsuhiro Hamasaki, Sr.
Sanaa Haseeb
Jinna J. Hatfield
Nolan Lee Hausler
Laura Heneghan
Taria Evelyn Herbert
Grace Hill
Chandler S. Hinson
Frances Leigh Homan
Logan Benjamin Homel
Jeffrey L. Horgan
Shuliu Hu
Mary Elizabeth Isgro
Mohammadmehdi Izadi
Yihaol Jin
Eriksen M. Johansen
Joie Christophe Jolevare
Cho Won Jung
Emily J. Kaser
Maha A. Khan
Benjamin Kim
Kwang Min Kim
Brian E. Klinzing
Elvan Koc
Yeajeong Kye
Gabriella S. Laitano
Victoria Leach
Samuel Ari Levitt
Andrew R. Levy
Bo Li
Nian-Jhen Li
Lauren Paige Lightcap
Zhiwei Lin
Yuan Liu
Ta Wei Lo
Yelizaveta Lukina
Jianxiang Ma
Shuning Ma
Waseem Mansoor
Micah H. McCally
Joseph Patrick McHugh
Jordan Miller
Novalyn Miller
Yasir Mohammad
Cory Monson
Beatrice Ulani Tiptida Morlan
Erin C. Moser
Ross N. Mouritzen
Thalia L. Navia
Thuy Hoang Anh Nguyen
Georgia Ann Nuckols
Jane A. Obasi
Grace A. Olivardia
Chimeri Omoigui
Puja Ajaykumar Patel
Loren A. Pfeiffer
Alia E. Piperno
Muhammad Sajidur Rahman
Arjun Rammohandas
Hannah Diehl Redmond
Carolina Rivas Salgado
Maxwell Root
Emily Jordyn Rosenkrantz
Raymond Sanders
Zachary Sands
Mohammad Abid R. Shafiullah
Matthew David Shaw
Sungjin Shin
Matan Gil Showstack
Jennifer Lynn Simmons
Rachel E. Simon
James A. Smith IV
Kendall M. Smith
Abraham Soyem
Rebecca A. Strang
Anna Stus
John H. Sun
Daniela Szabo
Megan Renee Thursby
Lawrence Charles Tomek, Jr.
Daniela C. Torrealba
Thuy Thanh Truong
Renata Urbina De La Flor
Yasaman Vafa
Patricia Valusek
Guadalupe C. Vega, Jr.
Martin Rafael Velazquez
Teeravit Visutipol
Guan Wang
Shaochen Wang
Melissa C. Wasser
Scott Jefferson Whetsell
Marty Whitfield
Zenan Xiong
Jingru Xu
Liwei Xu
Jiujiu Yang
Jungwoo Yang
Jenny K. Yazlovsky
Yu-Wen Yuan
Houlin Yun
Jiawei Zhao
Sichun Zhao
Yi Zheng
Yue Zhuang
Jiayun Zou
Austin J. Zymroz

FACULTY AWARDS

Outstanding Master of Accountancy Faculty Award
Yun Zhang
Associate Professor of Accountancy

William Stromsem
Teaching Assistant Professor of Accountancy

Outstanding Accelerated Master of Business Administration Faculty Award
Senan Uyanik
Adjunct Professor

Outstanding Part-Time Master of Business Administration Faculty Award
Gastón de los Reyes
Professorial Lecturer of Strategic Management & Public Policy

Outstanding Global Master of Business Administration Faculty Award
Margaret Ormiston
Associate Professor of Management

Outstanding Online & Healthcare Master of Business Administration Faculty Award
Sheryl Elliott
Associate Professor Emerita of Marketing and Tourism Studies

Outstanding Master of Human Resource Management Faculty Award
D. Christopher Kayes
Chair, Department of Management
Professor of Management
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Outstanding Master in Management Faculty Award
David Halliday
Teaching Associate Professor of Strategic Management & Public Policy

Outstanding Master in Business Analytics Faculty Award
Patrick Hall
Visiting Assistant Professor of Decision Sciences

Master of Science in Finance Teaching Excellence Award China Renmin Program
George M. Jabbour
Vice Dean for Executive Education
Program Director, Master of Science in Finance
Professor of Finance

Master of Science in Finance Teaching Excellence Award D.C. Program
George M. Jabbour
Vice Dean for Executive Education
Program Director, Master of Science in Finance
Professor of Finance

Master of Science in Finance Teaching Excellence Award MSAF Program
George M. Jabbour
Vice Dean for Executive Education
Program Director, Master of Science in Finance
Professor of Finance

Outstanding Information Systems & Technology Management Achievement Faculty Award
Faith Bradley
Teaching Assistant Professor of Information Systems & Technology Management

Outstanding Master of Science in International Business Faculty Award
Jennifer Spencer
George Coelho Distinguished Scholar
Professor of International Business & International Affairs

Outstanding Master of Science in Project Management Faculty Award
Homy Khamooshi
Chair, Project Management Academic Committee
Program Director, Master of Science in Project Management
Associate Industry Professor of Decision Sciences

Outstanding Master of Science in Sport Management Faculty Award
Meredith Geisler
Visiting Assistant Professor of Sport Management

Outstanding Master of Tourism Administration Faculty Award
Cevat Tosun
Eisenhower Chair
Professor of Tourism Studies & Management
Program Director, MS in Tourism, Hospitality & Event Management

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION STUDENT AWARDS

Accelerated Master of Business Administration Academic Achievement Award
Teeravit Visutipol

Accelerated Master of Business Administration Outstanding Contributor Award
Zachary R. Bache

Global Master of Business Administration Academic Achievement Award
Gerel Enkhbold

Global Master of Business Administration Outstanding Contributor Award
Chelsey N. Izegbu

Online & Healthcare Master of Business Administration Academic Achievement Award
Brian E. Klinzing

Online & Healthcare Master of Business Administration Outstanding Contributor Award
Puja Ajaykumar Patel

Part-Time Master of Business Administration & Master in Management Academic Achievement Award
Anthony Chu

E. William Hahn Certificate of Recognition
Rui Cheng

Dr. Erik K. Winslow Award
Barikisu (Barry) Muntari-Sumara

Outstanding Institute for Corporate Responsibility Graduate Student Award
Brian E. Klinzing

Master of Business in Security Technology Transition Outstanding Contributor Award
Zachary Maciolek

Master of Business in Security Technology Transition Academic Excellence Award
Anca Alexandrescu
SPECIALIZED MASTERS STUDENT AWARDS

Master of Accountancy Academic Excellence Award
Zachary William Algert

Master of Accountancy Outstanding Contributor Award
Grace A. Olivardia

Master of Human Resource Management Academic Excellence Award
Hedayah Almaghloouth
Abigail Freer
Alia Piperno
Carolina Rivas Salgado

Master of Human Resource Management Outstanding Contributor Award
Guadalupe C. Vega, Jr.

Master of Interdisciplinary Business Studies Academic Excellence Award
Jordan Miller

Master of Interdisciplinary Business Studies Outstanding Contributor Award
Antoinette D. Brimmer

Master in Management Academic Excellence Award
Matteo Giacomo Pelloni

Master in Management Outstanding Contributor Award
Emily Jordyn Rosenkrantz

Master of Science in Business Analytics Academic Excellence Award
Rui Cheng

Master of Science in Business Analytics Outstanding Contributor Award
Harshit Aggarwal
Yu-Wen Yuan

Master of Science in Government Contracts Academic Excellence Award
Jennifer Simmons

Elizabeth B. Adams Memorial Outstanding Contributor Award
Lawrence C. Tomek

Master of Science in Information Systems Technology & Management Academic Excellence Award
Loren A. Pfeiffer

Master of Science in International Business Academic Excellence Award
Laura Heneghan
Maha A. Khan

Master of Science in International Business Outstanding Contributor Award
Maha A. Khan

Master of Science in Project Management Academic Excellence Award
Hannah M. Goldstein

Master of Science in Project Management Outstanding Contributor Award
Florecia S. Garcia

Master of Science in Sport Management Academic Excellence Award
Mariette Stella Gervitz Sanchez

Master of Science in Sport Management Outstanding Contributor Award
Bailey A. Hodges

Master of Tourism Administration Student Outstanding Contributor Award
Zoe M. Cross

Dr. Philip W. Ogilvie, Master of Tourism Administration Student Academic Excellence Award
Gabriella S. Laitano

EXECUTIVE PROGRAMS AWARDS

Master of Science in Finance Academic Excellence Award China Renmin Spring Program
Yi Jin

Master of Science in Finance Academic Excellence Award D.C. Intensive Program
Lindsey Blair Burstein

Master of Science in Finance Academic Excellence Award D.C. Accelerated Program
Agustin Savarino

Master of Science in Finance Academic Excellence Award D.C. Regular Program
Vitor Costa Resende

Master of Science in Finance Academic Excellence Award D.C.
John Sun

Master of Science in Finance Outstanding Contributor Award D.C. Regular Program
Aziz Sen

Master of Science in Finance Leadership Award
Mirza-Mansur S. Suleymanov

Master of Science in Finance Alumni Award Renmin Cohort
Chao Fan Lin

Master of Science in Finance Alumni Award D.C. Cohort
Ibrahim Nicholas Najjar

DOCTORAL AWARD

Chei-Min Paik Award for Excellence in Business
Yuixi Cheng
Soolim Park
Hyunjung Rim
On May 21, 2023, the George Washington University will confer degrees upon the following students, who are expected to complete the requirements for the degree during the spring 2023 semester.

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**

Michael Rand

**MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY**

Abdulrahman Dawood A. Aldawood, Sr.
Zachary William Algert
Nina A. Beshai
Melissa M. Cairo
Chen Chen
Junqiao Chen
Hayden Elaine Coons
Nicholas J. Dziuba
George A. Haddad
Yurong He
Natalia Isaeva
Kwang Min Kim
John E. Lescroart
Jianxiang Ma
Henry Jasper Maas
Joseph Patrick McHugh
Grace A. Olivardia
Marek Osina
Nirmaljit K. Pandher
Noah M. Perl
Ricardo Antonio Ruiz Irizarry
Shadman Riza Shumsuddin
Emory C. Sims
William Warner Torbert
Dana Tremallo
Yajing Wang
Melissa C. Wasser
Weiwei Zhou
Yue Zhuang

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Brendan Adams
Anmol Agarwal
Adeel Ahsan
Shaymaa Hashim Al Barghash
Abdalaziz A. Alhudaithy
Margot Elizabeth Alpert
Mohammed Khalid M. Alsaawy
Tarek Alshafie
Khalid Saeed A. Alshehri
Riko Aoki
Zachary R. Bache
Minwoo Baek
Njeri Tenastelin Isis Bailey
Ramzi Maher Bannourah
Nicholas Baratta
Katlin N. Bartczak
Jared J. Bataillon
Jon D. Beatty
Jewel Beharry-Diaz
Alem Tsehay Bekele
Raagini Bhalla
Ryan Mohammed A BIN NAJ
Skye Lawrence Blanks
Edward S. Bloch
Leonard Bonte-Friedheim
James Borchers
Joshua J. Bostick
Corinne F. Bridgewater
Monica Sierra Brimm
Sophie Bukrinsky
Randy Caldwell
Quinton U. Carroll
Juan J. Castillo Garza
Sergio Castillo-Bello
Mara B. Celis-Copelotti
Justin Y. Cheng
Young Min Choi
Anthony Chu
Millie E. Cohen
Samantha Anne Cropper
Meron Daniel
Naomi C. Davidar
Kimberly R. de la Pena
Gabriela A. DeAndrade
Joshua R. Dittler
Lucas L. Duffy
Joan Edge-Suarez
Nicholas Elger
Alia Murphy Elsner
Gerel Enkhbold
David B. Escobar
Fernando Jose Espinoza
Sebastian Ewel
Kira Finkel
Noah Frieder
Annette Gandia
Debolina Ganguly
Anshul Garg
Sirisha Garimella
Patrick D. Gearhart
Kennedy Generali
Kristopher Mahlon George
Alex J. Golbek
Harrison A. Greenfield
Aaron L. Gregory
Ebony A. Grey
Stacey J. Hall
Ethan Hawkesworth
Chaoyuan Huang
Thanapol P. Indravudh
Chelsey N. Izegbu
Aditya Jaju
Quincy Duwar Jallah
Shreya Jha
Jennifer Ann Jones
Rohan Joy Mathew
Yetunde Junaid
Jasvinder Singh Inderjit
Singh Kalha
Muad Kawan
George J. Keumurian
Hoon Kim
Jennifer L. Kirkland
Koray A. Kotan
Pawan Kumar
Raunak Kumar
Sparsh Kundan
Samiat A. Kwani
Daniel Hyukmin Kwon
Ad W. Lane
Taylor R. Le Grair
Hyuna Lee
John Q. Li
Millicent Li
Kaifan Lin
Catherine Kahl Linskey
Ta Wei Lo
Lauren A Loadvine
Minh Tue Luu
Brian Michael Macleod
Ruben Maldonado, Jr.
Waseem Mansoor
Meakin Talent Maranje
Eden Marcus
Islindy Merius
Patrick Mikhail
Jacob Glen Miller  
Bailey Mongillo  
Cory Monson  
Taras Moskalenko  
Gopichand Mukkapati  
Barikisu Muntari Sumara  
Puja Murgai  
Shahrad Nasajpour  
Carlos X. Navas  
Sagie Neerman  
Ikenna Ugo Njoku  
Kathryn O’Callaghan  
Michael Anthony O’Connor  
Oluwadamilola O. Ogunleye  
Yvonne Oh  
Ebere J. Onyeka  
Francisco A. Padilla Quiroz  
Joosun Park  
Dhruva V. Patel  
Amanda M. Paul  
Tallia C. Popowycz  
Valeria M. Quan Miranda  
Jayleen Quevedo  
Hashaam Danish Qureshi  
Arjun Rammohanadas  
Sachin Kumar Ravichandran  
Hannah Diehl Redmond  
Dania Z. Rizvi  
Anthony M. Rodriguez  
Asha Roper  
Natasha Caridad Roque  
Aabha Sachar  
Akshay Kumar Saxena  
Mohammad Samim Sediqi  
Christopher M. Semenas  
Jay Shah  
Siddharth Shah  
Madeline Shandy  
Anisha K. Sharma  
Matthew David Shaw  
Ashley Lynn Sherwood  
Rachel E. Simon  
Ameeta Kaur Chauhan Singh  
Sze Wing Sit  
Elana Snyder  
Seinn Lei Soe  
Michael C. Stavelly  
Michael K. Stevens  
Dongha Suh  
Timothy J. Summers II  
Daniela Szabo  
Madina Murotovna Teshaboeva  
Madeleine Elizabeth Thom  
Maria Esther Urios Pinas  
Patricia Valusek  
Vy Vo  
Ikumi Wajima  
Kristin Mariah Fulbright  
Walgamott  
Juliet Walizai  
Ruifeng Wang  
Casey Weiss  
Tamiko D. White  
John C. Wiernicki  
Anna Elizabeth Wiernicki  
Kristin S. Wyke  
Hui Lin Yang  
Seunggu Yi  
Tessa A. Youngs  
Camila L. Zamalloa  
Lisa Anne Zmyslowski  
Austin J. Zymroz  

MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT  
Sumi Akter  
Muhanad M. Al-Saikhan  
Hedayah K. Almaghlouth  
Ruchi Amin  
Jessica M. Bheda  
Arianna Maria De La Cruz Pagan  
Kimberly R. de la Pena  
Gabriela A. DeAndrade  
Gabrielle Denford  
Katie L. Hale  
Lauren A. Loadvine  
Yelizaveta Lukina  
Eden Marcus  
Anna Nabakka  
Jeonghyeok Park  
Alia E. Piperno  
Carolina A. Rivas Salgado  
Isaiah J. Romero  
Alejandra Salinas  
Sungjin Shin  
Kendall M. Smith  
Shatara Stokes  
Matthew Cavannaugh Stracker  

MASTER OF INTERDISCIPLINARY BUSINESS STUDIES  
Steven Perez  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED FINANCE  
Yutong Guo  

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS  
Adeel Ahsan  
Charles Bloomer  
Jamir K. Burns  
Taria Evelyn Herbert  
Pawan Kumar  
Mariam Kurasbediani  
Ta Wei Lo  
Melissa S. Rwehumbiza  
Sze Wing Sit  
Jenny K. Yazlovsky  
Chao Zhang
## GRADUATES IN COURSE ORDER
### SPRING 2023

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aifeng Cao</td>
<td>Jiahao Gao</td>
<td>Xiaotong Wu</td>
<td>Siran Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junyuan Chen</td>
<td>Shuliu Hu</td>
<td>Zenan Xiong</td>
<td>Yi Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiuhao Chen</td>
<td>Yifan Li</td>
<td>Shengfeng Xu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce Fu</td>
<td>Ricky Lin</td>
<td>Xiaofeng Xue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xueliang Chen</td>
<td>Mohammadehdi Izadi</td>
<td>Micah H. Mccally</td>
<td>Jeffrey Techie-Menson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaitali S. Damani</td>
<td>Neharika Reddy Kundam</td>
<td>Loren A. Pfeiffer</td>
<td>Bureshyo C. Umurerwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunitha Doraivelu</td>
<td>Taylor R. Le Grair</td>
<td>Zestiny Simmons</td>
<td>Zuhrah Yarzada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarek El Mehri</td>
<td>Haoyue Li</td>
<td>Haolin Song</td>
<td>Sichun Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey L. Horgan</td>
<td>Xinze Lyu</td>
<td>Akhilesh Srirangam</td>
<td>Jiayun Zou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY BUSINESS STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hiba Naveed Ali</td>
<td>Patricia Rosario</td>
<td>Sebastian Terrell Staten II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Miller</td>
<td>Nicholas Jasper Schroeder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Julia de Santana Cardoso</td>
<td>Oscar Freddie Luca Haynes Brown</td>
<td>Maxwell Root</td>
<td>Allyson Michelle Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cezar da Silva</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Madison Selinsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soohwa Choi</td>
<td>Rachel Mei Ling Leong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faheem Ahmad</td>
<td>Ranin Mustafa Kurdi</td>
<td>Nour R. Mobasser</td>
<td>James A. Smith IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutes Bartlett</td>
<td>Gillian Samantha Lambert</td>
<td>Rogelio J. Orillac Fidanque</td>
<td>Ashley E. Snyder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelina Marie Campos</td>
<td>Sierra Arlyna Lange</td>
<td>Matteo Giacomo Pelloni</td>
<td>Jiaze Sun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simone G. Green</td>
<td>Alicia Liou</td>
<td>Ashna H. Quasem</td>
<td>Hilal S. Uyanik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping He</td>
<td>Jacqueline Malave</td>
<td>Anthony Pasquale Ragaini</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvan Koc</td>
<td>Kyhanna C. McLean</td>
<td>Emily Jordyn Rosenkrantz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joana P. Miller</td>
<td>Nabila M. Zuraik</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adetomi Elizabeth Adewumi</td>
<td>Monazza Arooj Bukhari</td>
<td>Erin C. Moser</td>
<td>Thi Mai Anh Vu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedoor D. Aldossary</td>
<td>Florencia S. Garcia</td>
<td>Kailin Qu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melody Asadpour</td>
<td>Joie Christophe Jolevare</td>
<td>Raymond Sanders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aftah M. Ayesh</td>
<td>Lauren Paige Lightcap</td>
<td>Genna Tatu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRADUATES IN COURSE ORDER
SPRING 2023 & FALL 2022

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT

Jared J. Bataillon
Florian Blatti
Akarsh Jain Bychapura
Ashok
Jiarui Chen
Yi Chen
Moriah J. Crisp

Ethan K. Cuccarese
Olivia J. Eggleston
Liam R. Gallagher
Junyu Gao
Brian M. Garand
Tatsuhiro Hamasaki, Sr.
Ashley T. Harding

Bailey A. Hodges
Licheng Hu
Camryn P. Johnson
Victor Manuel Juarez Becerril
Samuel Ari Levitt
Zhiwei Lin
Xinyue Mei
Georgia Ann Nuckols
Nicholas Price
Matan Gil Showstack
Jonas Walsh Adler
Zilun Zhang
Yi Zheng

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TOURISM, HOSPITALITY AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

Yantonius Edyson Bessie
Jungwoo Yang

MASTER OF TOURISM ADMINISTRATION

Aakriti Raju Chekuri
Zoe M. Cross

Tiffany Green-Williams
Jessie D. Guillaume
Husen La Samadi
Thalia L. Navia
Zay Bo Bo Oo
Daniela C. Torrealba

FALL 2022

On January 6, 2023, the George Washington University conferred degrees upon the following students, who completed the requirements for the degree during the fall 2022 semester.

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY

Nicholas J. Brown
Clara Abelina Sylvie Chapoton

Michaela Colon
Yaoda Dai
Michael Jake Del Rey

Banu Develioglu
Niloufar Ghazinasab
Richard C. Javier
Megan Renee Thursby
Jiawei Zhao

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

John Arnita
Jeff Backman
Heather Jin Baek
Negeen D. Behdad
Kathryn Bell
Jordan M. Bivings Glover
Mary Kathryn Busch
Melissa Chase
Jack Cohn
Tina Doshi
Kerri Dotson
Jennifer M. Eldor
Annett Elliott

Sobhan Fakharian
Shawn Flynn
Gabriel Galvez
Helin Gao
Shanna L. Geiger
Bethany E. Gomez
Chandler S. Hinson
Frances Leigh Homan
Michael Hussey
Joshua E. Ingessoll
Madison R. Jezioro
Nayam Karavadra
Benjamin Kim

Yu Hsueh Ko
Benjamin Vasantha Kumar
Victoria Leach
Marwa Makhdoum
Michael A. Massiah, Jr.
Rachael Nambusi
Sudeep Nugooru
Christopher L. Ortner
Puja Ajaykumar Patel
Jamal G. Peters
Norman H. Robinson, Jr.
Juan Martin Saldana
Patrick C. Sanders
Zachary Sands
Sergey Shpiller
Teeravit Visutipol
Scott Jefferson Whetsell
Jennifer Wiegele
Joshua David Willemsen
Jacob Williams
Jacob Wills
Youa Yang
Anika Nower Yusuf

MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Fatimah Y. Alnaim
Precious E. Anosike

Mary O. Anyakwo
Kyle M. Blalock

Meghna Gupta
Lauren A. Keegan
Anna Stus
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GRADUATES IN COURSE ORDER
FALL 2022

MASTER OF INTERDISCIPLINARY BUSINESS STUDIES
Antoinette D. Brimmer

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Harshit Aggarwal
Jiaqi Bai
Neel Rajendra Barge
Prithak Kumar
Bhattacharyya
Ayushi Chauhan
Rui Cheng
Jihye Choi
Shreyas Deo
Melis Diken
Claudio Sebastian Escudero
Harsharan Preet Kaur Gorli
Zhurez Hamid
Bohao He
Andrea Yan-Kay Ho
Ranchen Huang
Rou Hsin Ku
Mariam Kurasbediani
Yingying Liu
Kyle Matthew Lyon
Shuning Ma
Himanvesh Naidu Maddina
Ziyad Aziz Maknojia
Yasir Mohammad
Elias Daniel Moreno Suarez
Hyemin Park
Basil Punnus
Yinghang Qiu
Zeeshan Raza
Mohammad Abid Rashid
Shafiullah
Manu Sharma
Suyash Shrivastava
Ming Tang
Honey Pramod Vusirikala
Zijian Wang
Yuqi Wu
Jiju Jiu Yang
Xiaoda Yang
Zhangtao Ying
Drew T. Younkin
Kaixu Yu
Yu-Wen Yuan
Xuan Zhao
Wenyuan Zou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
Logan Benjamin Homel

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
Jennifer Lynn Simmons
Marty C. Whitfield

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Younghwan Choi
Alekhya Dara
Mila Griffin
Jinna J. Hatfield
Sadik A. Hussein Hajir
Yu Hyun Koh
Daniel G. Limon
Arjun Malkani
Anisha Mullapudi
Ana Paula Calabrez Nery
Naomi Adaora Oledibe
Haja-Fatima Rahim
Muhammad Sajidur Rahman
Hannah Taylor
Lawrence Charles Tomek, Jr.
Jingru Xu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Kelly Bauer
Aidan F. Cahill
Michael A. Creedle
Lydia Hijjawi
Yihao Jin
Maha A. Khan
Hamzah Amir Niazi
Liwei Xu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT
Caroline T. Antonio
Justin Tyler Birnbaum
Yu-Jiun Chen
Sophia Danyko-Kulchycky
Ryan C. Daues
Haiyi Guan
Elizabeth Kraselsky

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING
Emily J. Kaser
# GRADUATES IN COURSE ORDER
## FALL 2022 & SUMMER 2022

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

- Bedoor Daij Aldossary
- Lauren K. Andrade
- Daniel G. Demissie
- Deanna Robles Garcia Yost
- Hannah M. Goldstein
- Cho Won Jung
- Yeajeong Kye
- Jane A. Obasi
- Adebayo David Oyenubi
- Alok Shrestha
- Yasaman Vafa
- Martin Rafael Velazquez

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT

- Yaqi Deng
- Mariette Stella Gervitz Sanchez
- Harrison A. Greenfield
- Benton Greer
- Yuze Jin
- Jiutian Ma
- Ross N. Mouritzen
- Chenkai Xu
- Qixiong Yu

### MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TOURISM, HOSPITALITY AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

- Sarah Omar I. Aljuaidi
- Manahil Mohammedaleid F. Alkhatrawi
- Grace Hill
- Astina Yanti Kabbi
- Linor Rebecca Shemesh

### MASTER OF TOURISM ADMINISTRATION

- Mary Elizabeth Isgro
- Nian-Jhen Li
- Abraham Soyem

### SUMMER 2022

On August 31, 2022, the George Washington University conferred degrees upon the following students, who completed the requirements for the degree during the summer 2022 semester.

### DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

- Yuliya Sivay

### MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY

- Brian Croarkin
- Bo Li
- Novalyn K. Miller

### MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- John Arendes
- Denise M. Bakar
- Walker Banks
- Marissa Betancourt
- RaShawn LaMont Ciers
- Alexander C. Coffin
- Anya Coleman
- Daniel E. Cotterell
- John Thomas Flynn
- Christina M. Grabarits
- Owen Arthur Griffin
- Jelena Gvozdenovic-Jeremic
- Khaled Halabi
- Sanaa Haseeb
- Lori A. Karchner
- Minhye Kim
- Brian E. Klinzing
- Donald J. Lemmert
- Sanam Masroor
- Michael Cameron O’Leary
- Chimere Omoigui
- Sangmi Park
- Elisabeth Peterson
- Joseph B. Randleman
- Daniel W. Roberson
- Ximena B. Rodriguez Medina
- Alma Starks
- David A. Steen
- Lovemore Zivanai Tambaoga
- Marissa Elizabeth Townsend
- Ielyzaveta Vasilenko
- Michael Steven Virden
- Elizabeth B. Wardlow
- David Nicholas Yonkovich, Jr.
- Hang Yu
- Chris Y. Yungu
# GRADUATES IN COURSE ORDER
## SUMMER 2022

## MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
- Tanya K. Bell
- Abigail Victoria Freer

## MASTER OF INTERDISCIPLINARY BUSINESS STUDIES
- Jose Edgardo Valerio

## MASTER IN MANAGEMENT
- Nolan Lee Hausler
- Carla Nicole Papetti

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED FINANCE
- Yingyu Cao
- Shihui Feng
- Andrew Edward Ferchak
- Michael R. Matovic
- Ngoc Thanh Hien Nguyen
- Luke W. Ripley
- Mirza-Mansur S. Suleymanov
- John H. Sun

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
- Somender Chaudhary
- Andrew R. Levy
- Arun Nirmal Rajan
- James R. Worrall
- Yiliang Xu

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
- Gamdan Taiseer Abdullah
- Saleh Abdulhamid S. Alkhalifa
- Abdulla A. Alkubaisi
- Paul Baroudi
- Lindsey Blair Burstein
- Vitor Costa Resende
- Kamyar Fardshisheh
- Matias A. Hatem
- Pei Shan Hsu
- Yiru Huang
- Eriksen M. Johansen
- Seongyun Kim
- Weijian Li
- Yuan Liu
- Zhuyan Liu
- Cheng Meng
- Godwin Okoro
- Baixiang Ou
- Weifeng Qi
- Siqiao Xiang
- Houlin Yun

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
- Dennis A. Ayala Perez
- Ryan Chu
- Sun Oh Chung
- Manjusha S. Manalel
- Amir R. Sadeghi
- Ibrahim N. Sheriff
- Thuy Thanh Truong

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
- Ari Albalak
- Lucas Araujo Ferraz
- Zeiad Badi
- Leonardo A. Boccalon
- Noah Jullian Bolanovich
- Damin Choi
- Don DiLoreto
- Laura Heneghan
- Kejia Li
- Ricardo Antonio López Membreño
- Ariel Brianna Morris
- Thuy Hoang Anh Nguyen
- Joanne I. Rodriguez
- Chloe Eliette Sahn
- Juan Anibal Sosa Iglesias
- Renata Urbina De La Flor
- Guan Wang
- Timur Yuldashev

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT
- Michael Thomas Ludowig
GRADUATE IN COURSE ORDER SUMMER 2022 & SUMMER 2023 DEGREE CANDIDATES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Tara Monique Turner  Yichan Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT
Matthew Louis Brummet  Kevin Burke  Waseem Mansoor

MASTER OF TOURISM ADMINISTRATION
Gabriella S. Laitano  Beatrice Ulani Tiptida Morlan

SUMMER 2023 DEGREE CANDIDATES
On August 31, 2023, the George Washington University will confer degrees upon the following students, who are expected to complete the requirements for the degree during the summer 2023 semester.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Yuxi Cheng  Anokhin Dmitry  Parisa Mofakham  Di Zhang

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Sydney C. Smith

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Anca Alexandrescu  Marjan Esmatyar  Lamar Gonzalez Medlock  Philip A. Quigley
Yared Assefa  Mary Gabriel  Joseph Mills  Patrick M. Quinn
Zeina Azar  Mary Gersema  Grace Miralles  Raksha N. Raghavan
Ashleigh K. Berg  Arthur G. Gibson  Craig Mosford  Dana Saft
Jessica Necaise Bowie  Sanchita Guha  Aislyn Namanga  Madhuri Sakinala
Tommy N. Bradford  Stephanie B. Harrison  Samuel Nassar  Christine Marie Salindong
Timothy Cox  Robert David Hedetniemi  Kelechi Njoku-Madu  Darby Schlaht
Anne F. Davis  Ryan Hoang  Michal Ozdowski  Jessica L. Sciacca
Anthony Defelice  Alice Hu  Sydney Pettit  Matthew M. Seymour
Pamela Demory  Dillon Matthew Joseph  Hoa Pham  Daniel Francis Stump
Daniel Derubbo  Padmaja Kundeti  Minh-Thu Phan  Nicholas M. Themeles
James M. Douglas  Chelsea Lane Withington  Edwin R. Pierola  Tara Lyons
Michelle Duffield  Zachary Maciolek  Joshua J. Powell

MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Tara Lyons

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED FINANCE
Ya Rong  Young Taek Woo  Handi Zhang
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SUMMER 2023 DEGREE CANDIDATES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Bader Abdulhalem S. Albaarrak
Abdulrahman Khaled Alsadun
Varsha Katam
Adnan A. Lakdawala
Kerry Anne McKeever
Brenden J. Moore
Guoyue Zhou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
Mohammad Abdullah A. Al Rasheed
Ahmed S. Alalyan, Sr.
Nawaf Alghaseb
Rashed Khaled Alhorabi
Rumayh K. Alrumayh
David F. Alzate Parra
Gerawork Bizuneh
Christopher Paul Black
Jiensen Chen
Qi Hong
Sunyeop Hwang
Weizheng Jiang
Haeun Kim
Fangzhou Li
Jui Hsuan Lin
Thuy Hoang Anh Nguyen
David Jide Olatunde
Hein Htet Oo
Oluwatoniloba Opasanya
Jungkyu Park
Luís A. Plasencia Cruz
Farhana Rahman
Aziz Sen
Pengju Si
Hoan Ngoc Tran
Tung Truong
Ruicong Wang
Xixuan Wang
Wang Xu
Yupeng Yuan
Muhammad Ali Zubair

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Joshua J. Bostick
Mariana Lungu
Angeline M. Rosato
Juliet Walizai

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY BUSINESS STUDIES
Gabriela Javier Polanco
Mia Justine Lakstigala

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Yuxiang Cheng
Brendan M. Conley
Jiashi Li
Yugen Li
Allison Kate LaCoursiere
Pilar Isabela E. Reyes
Cheyew Sebsebe
Myles B. Shakin
Leilei Zou

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT
Benjamin Michael Kyte
Noah Maxwell Levin
Andrea Robles
Yanting Liu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Sung Won Cha
Latonya D. Curtis

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT
Gadi Vogel

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TOURISM, HOSPITALITY AND EVENT MANAGEMENT
Shouq Alawad
Mishael Tariq Alsudairi
Dear Class of 2023,

Congratulations on becoming a graduate of the George Washington University School of Business! Your hard work and determination have paid off. Today, you are joining a global GW alumni community that includes over 57,000 GW Business graduates and over 320,000 GW alumni.

We are proud of you! You, our alumni, are our essential ambassadors and supporters.

On behalf of the Development and Alumni Relations team, we welcome you to this new and exciting chapter of your life. You can expect to hear from us regularly with School of Business updates, invitations to exclusive events, and opportunities to connect with current students, faculty, and alumni. The following are excellent places to stay connected with us:

- business.gwu.edu/alumni and alumni.gwu.edu
- linkedin.com/in/GWSBalumni
- facebook.com/GWSBalumni
- @GWSBalumni
- @GWSBalumni

Wherever you go in the world, you always have a place at the GW School of Business. On behalf of the GW Alumni Association, we look forward to seeing you on campus again. Together, we can continue to build a thriving and powerful network for the benefit of students and alumni alike.

Raise High!

GW Business Office of Development and Alumni Relations
ALMA MATER

Hail alma mater, to thy spirit

guiding, Knowledge thy closest friend in its strength abiding,
Pledge we fidelity ne'er its place resigning, Hail thee George Washington.

SHARE YOUR DAY

#GWCommencement
#GWSBgrads23

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
2201 G Street, NW, Duques Hall • Washington, D.C. 20052
Phone: 202-994-6380 • http://business.gwu.edu • business@gwu.edu

@gwbusiness  /gwbusiness  @gwbusiness  linkedin.com/in/GWSBalumni